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EDITORIAL
With new developments in medicine and technology, the global population is living longer
than ever before. This means that the elderly
population will constitute an increasing number
of patients in dermatology.
The «elderly» is often defined as the adult population aged 65 and older. In 1996, it was estimated that more than 43% of the world’s oldest adults
lived in four countries: Japan, India, the People’s
Republic of China, and the United States1. One
out of five Europeans are sixty or older1. It is estimated that, by the year 2050, one-fifth of the
world’s population will be 65 years or older2.
There are many challenges facing dermatologists when managing the care of elderly patients.
First, the number of patients with skin conditions
increases with age. The skin of elderly patients is
both functionally and structurally different from
that of younger age groups. The epidermis is thinner and has slower cell turnover, thereby, increasing vulnerability to trauma and poor wound
repair. In the elderly, the sebaceous and eccrine
glands have reduced functionality, resulting in
xerosis and pruritus. Furthermore, there are other
cumulative effects that contribute to dermatological problems in the elderly, including: UV exposure of the skin; decreased vascular flow; sweating;
subcutaneous fat; slower growth of nails; dermal
thinning; and a reduction of fibroblasts, mast cells,
elastin, etc.3. In addition to xerosis, increased pruritus occurs in the elderly, due to neurodegenerative changes, a diminished epidermal barrier, and
a reduced capacity for barrier repair4. It is known
that, as a result of these changes in the skin, a
number of chronic dermatologic conditions
become more frequent in the elderly population,
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including psoriasis, nummular eczema, xerotic
eczema, bullous pemphigoid, decubitus ulcers,
purpura, and chronic venous insufficiency.
Second, it is important for dermatologists to
remember that with older age, patients experience age-related immunosuppression, making
them more vulnerable to infection and cancer.
For patients with chronic, debilitating illnesses,
such as psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis, the use of
immunosuppressants is a concern because of the
already relatively immunosuppressed status of the
elderly. Long-term immunosuppressive agents
include biologic therapies, such as etanercept,
adalimumab, ustekinumab, and infliximab, as well
as non-biologic options such as methotrexate and
cyclosporine. Moreover, there are many more
immunosuppressive agents for psoriasis that are
undergoing clinical trials. In addition to immunosuppression, other therapies may also be toxic to
organ systems, including the cardiovascular, renal,
neurological, and hepatic systems. Indeed, the
presence of comorbidities is also a major concern
for the elderly. Comorbidities include, among
many others, metabolic syndrome, cancer, hypertension, dementia, renal failure, diabetes mellitus,
and poor hepatic function, such as cirrhosis.
Third, there are also a variety of significant psychological and environmental concerns specific to
the elderly. Elderly patients often have decreased
mobility. For example, simply from a medical point
of view, phototherapy is a systemically safer method
for treatment of elderly patients with psoriasis and
eczema. However, being able to stand in the boxes is
a requirement for phototherapy, which is frequently
challenging for the elderly. Moreover, some elderly
patients are not even able to transport themselves to
the clinic for phototherapy, because of arthritis, hip
impairment, or a lack of transportation. Taking public transportation can even be a challenge, due to
limited stamina or dementia. In addition, depression, anxiety, and isolation can often lead to the
immobilization of elderly patients5.
Currently, there is no cohesive discipline within
dermatology that brings together the numerous
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relevant issues unique to the elderly population.
Consequently, these different immunological,
logistical, and psychological issues of the elderly
are being handled in a disjointed way by different
practitioners of dermatology. As a result, there is
very little activity in facilitating a clinical discussion
to reach a consensus for optimal elderly care.
Moreover, there is virtually no research in dermatology that specifically targets adults over the age
of 65. Hence, there is very little known about the
effects of systemic therapies on the geriatric population. We cannot afford to continue having these
critical issues handled in such a fragmented manner for this important age group. A new subspecialty in dermatology is needed to optimize the
safety and efficacy of the clinical management of
treatment and care for the geriatric population.
The establishment of geriatric dermatology,
«dermatogeriatrics», as a subspecialty is essential
for dermatologists, so that they have a strong foundation in understanding and treating the population who, in the near future, will constitute an
increasing proportion of their patients. We propose that the mission for dermatogeriatrics would
be to optimize care for geriatric patients, by
understanding the physiology and psychology of
this population, by increasing research, and by
facilitating the clinical discussion to formulate
optimal guidelines and to reach a consensus about
the dermatological care of the elderly.
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